
 

TYKMA Electrox Laser Marker

 
The Tykma Electrox Laser Marking System employs a 20-watt Scorpion Rapid infrared laser to 

mark a variety of materials including aluminum, stainless steel, plastics, and chrome-plated glass 

mask plates, with a resolution of approximately 20 μm. The user desired patterns are generated 

by importing vector graphic software created designs into Electrox Scriba software. The desired 

result for specific material depends on five programable parameters; Laser power, pulse 

frequency, scanning speed, number of passes, and fill. Through the modification of these 

parameters, users can achieve general marking, annealing, ablation, or deep engraving of 

materials. The system has various applications in the fields of material science, semiconductors, 

microfluidics, bioengineering, and chemical engineering. 

Technical Specifications: 

• 20 watt Yb:Fiber laser (1060-1080 nm, maximum marking speed 10,000 mm•s-1) 
• Programable Z-axis for automatic laser focus height control (290 mm travel) 
• Maximum 100 mm diameter writing area 
• BOFA AD Oracle IQ Fume Extraction System 
• Rotary axis for marking cylindrical substrate 

 

 



 

1- Check out the laser marker key from the office. Ask NCF Staff to help you with it.  

 

2- Log in to the spread sheet available on the computer in the NCF’s office. Note down your name 
and the date you checked out the key.  

 

3- Take the key with you to the system and switch it on. The key switch is placed below the system.   



 

4- Turn on the HEPA filter which is placed below the computer right next to the Laser Marker. By 
turning on the filter, the fume would be taken out of the system during laser marking process.  

 

5- Open the Marker Console software using the computer next to the system. In the  
“Operation” tab, turn on the laser and wait till the status changes from “Off” to “On”. 

 

6- Measure your sample thickness using the instrument, which is placed in the Dirty Bay, on the 

table beside the Wire Bonder system.  

 

 



 

 

7- Turn on the instrument using the blue button and use the yellow button to zero the thickness. 

Then raise the pin, which is placed on top, place your sample below and release it. Note down 

the number, raise the pin again, turn the instrument off and take your sample to the laser marker.  

 

8- Click on “Motion” tab and type in the left box of “Z axis” the thickness you measured. Then 

press enter on the keyboard or click on the check mark next to the Z value box to move the laser 

to the surface of the sample.  

 



 

9- After setting up the Z value, open the Scriba software from the Desktop’s taskbar and wait till 

the “Marker Configuration” window pops up and then click “Close”. After that, click “Ok” once 

“Setup Profile Selection” window shows up. 

  

10- To add the designed pattern for marking, click on “DataBlock” on toolbar and select “Add”. 

Choose your file from the directory and open it. The readable files for “Logo Block” are “.dxf” and 

“.ai”. Confirm the size of your design with the “Logo Mark Size” window. Once the pattern is 

added, it’d be shown in the “Preferences” list. 

 

11- There are five primary parameters that will affect the marking result: Laser Power, Laser 

Frequency, Laser Head Rate (Speed), Loop Count or Passes (Repetition), and Fill.  



 

• Laser Power – The percentage of available power you are utilizing. For example, if I run a 
20 watt laser at 50% power setting in the software, I am running at approx. half the 
available power of the laser. 
This parameter can be found under the “Laser” tab. 

• Frequency – The pulse repetition rate of the laser. The laser light is delivered in pulses or 
pieces of light, and the frequency controls the number of pulses delivered per second. In 
general, lower frequencies produce less heat but are more aggressive while higher 
frequencies produce more heat but are less aggressive. 
This parameter can be found under the “Laser” tab. 

• Scanning Speed (Rate) – The speed in which the beam is traveling across the surface 
during processing. This speed is controlled by the laser scan head beam delivery system. 
This speed can range from as slow as 10 mm/sec to 7000+ mm/sec. 
This parameter can be found under the “Laser” tab. 

 

• Passes / Loop Count (Repetition)– The number of times that the material is processed 
using the settings combination listed above. 
This parameter can be found under the “Special” tab. 

• Fill – How objects to be marked are made solid, as opposed to only an outline of the object. 
This is user programmable. Users can control the density, angle and type of fill pattern. 
The fill is equally important to achieve the proper type of mark. 
This parameter can be found under the “Special” tab. 
 



 

 
 
 
12- After setting up all the parameters needed for the marking, use the flash sign, “Send to 
Marker”, in the toolbar to send the pattern with the settings saved to the Marker.  
 

 
 
 
13- Once the job file is sent to the marker, the job would be shown as “Untitled1” in the “Custom 
Programs” window under the “Operation” tab. 
 

 



 

If you needed to make changes for any parameter in Scriba software, such as adding new design, 
adjusting marking parameters, etc., you need to send a new job to the marker which is going to 
be labeled as “Untitled1” again.  
14- To place the sample in the system, turn left the gate switch. Then use the computer and click 
“Run Box” in the “Operation” tab to see the outline of your pattern. Align your sample based on 
the marking region of interest.  
 

 

 
 

15- After the alignment, click “Stop Program” and close the gate by first turning the gate switch 
right, then pressing and holding the two green buttons. Make sure nothing is blocking the gate 
pathway since it moves fast and slams while it’s closing.   
 

 



 

 

 
 
16- Once the gate is closed, click on “Start Program” and the system starts marking.  
 
17- After marking is finished, open the gate, and take the sample out. If you are done with the 
marking, close the gate, and turn off the HEPA filter by pressing the power button.  
 
18- Turn off the laser and close “Marker Console” and “Scriba” software.  
 

 
 
19- Switch off the key and take it out. Return the key to the office and log in to the spreadsheet 
for checking in the key.  
 
 
 
 
 


